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What we will cover today 

• Background on international equity investing

• The arguments against international equity investing

• The arguments for international equity investing

• International equity investing options
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Background on international 
equity investing
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Background:
Global stock market classifications
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MSCI Weights today: 
US 58%, Developed 
Markets Excluding 
US 33%  Emerging 
Markets 9% 

FTSE Weights today:
US 56%, Developed 
Markets Excluding 
US 35%, Emerging 
Markets 9%

FTSE denotes Poland 
and South Korea as 
developed markets 
while MSCI denotes 
these countries as 
emerging markets

Source: msci.com, 
morningstar.com



Background:
At the end of 2019, the US represented 55% of global market 
capitalization and 26% of Global GDP
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Source: “Ins and Outs 
of Emerging Markets 
Investing: Market 
Behavior and 
Evolution”. 
Dimensional Funds. 
8/31/20

Based on MSCI geographic 
classification methodology

The data is expressed in U.S. 
dollars. Stock market 
capitalization is calculated by 
multiplying the price per share by 
the number of outstanding shares 
and then summing all of the 
equities traded in a country or 
region. Estimates are not 
guaranteed.



Background:
The US dollar has served as a foreign stock return headwind for 
most of the time since 2008

7Source: “Guide to The Markets: U.S., 4Q 20, As of September 30, 2020”. JP Morgan Asset Management



COVID-19 grew rapidly in the first 
quarter of 2020. There are signs of a 
second wave in the US and Europe.
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Government shutdown responses 
picked up in the first quarter and have 
generally eased since then

Source: “Coronavirus Tracker and Lockdowns Compared”. Financial Times. October 25, 2020. 

Background:



Background:
Google Mobility Reports highlight retail and recreation activity 
has been relatively flat since July 
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Google Mobility Surveys: Retail and Recreation

US  Developed Markets Excluding US Average Emerging Markets Average

Mobility trend for restaurants, cafes, shopping centers, theme parks, museums, libraries and movie theaters. 
Number represents percentage drop in economic activity since survey baseline of 1/3/20-2/6/20.
Developed Markets Excluding US Average: Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, Switzerland, and UK
Emerging Markets Average: Brazil, India, Russia, South Africa, South Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand
Source: https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/. Google. 10/26/20



Background:
OECD’s forecasts point to stronger international GDP growth in 
the single and double economic hit scenarios in 2021
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US Double Hit Scenario US Single Hit Scenario Euro Area Double Hit Scenario Euro Area Single Hit Scenario BRIC Double Hit Scenario BRIC Single Hit Scenario

International Year-Over-Year GDP Growth Comparisons Should Improve in 2021

2019 2020 2021

Source: “Economic Outlook”. Organization of Economic Development. September 2020 



Background:
US vs. international stock returns are similar over time

Source: “Global 
Investing.” Morningstar. 
2020

Note: U.S. stocks are represented by 
the Ibbotson® Large Company Stock 
Index. International stocks are 
represented by the Morgan Stanley 
Capital International Europe, 
Australasia, and Far East (EAFE®) Index. 
International bonds are represented by 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
International Financial Statistics 
(equally weighted portfolio of long-
term government bonds and cash 
equivalents) from January 1970–
December 1978, the Citigroup Non-U.S. 
5+ Year Government Bond index from 
January 1979–December 1984, and the 
Citigroup Non-U.S. 5+ Year World 
Government Bond Index thereafter. U.S. 
government bonds are represented by 
the 20-year U.S. government bond and 
U.S. inflation by the Consumer Price 
Index. An investment cannot be made 
directly in an index. 
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Background:
Since the late 1980s the US and emerging markets have generated similar returns 
while international developed market returns have lagged
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Source: Ycharts.com
Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. An investment cannot be made directly in an index. 



Background:
Emerging markets are more volatile
Intl. developed markets are slightly more volatile than the US

Source: “Global 
Investing.” Morningstar. 
2020

Note: United States equities are 
represented by the Ibbotson Large-
Stock® index, which is an unmanaged 
group of securities and considered to 
be representative of the U.S. stock 
market in general. Equities for the 
other countries are represented by 
their respective Morgan Stanley 
Capital International country indexes 
in USD. An investment cannot be 
made directly in an index. Keep in 
mind that the countries illustrated do 
not represent investment advice. The 
developed countries illustrated are a 
common range of investment options. 
Emerging-market countries were 
chosen based on availability of 
historical data; those with the longest 
stream of data were selected.
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Background: 
If you haven’t rebalanced since 2010 the US has become a 
much larger % of your equity portfolio
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Source: “The 
Case for Artisan 
International 
Value Fund”. 
Artisan Partners.
August 2020 

Past performance is 
not a guarantee or 
predictor of future 
performance. Stocks 
are not guaranteed 
and have been more 
volatile than other 
asset classes.



Background:
A number of investment firms are expecting international 
equity returns will surpass US returns over the long run

15
Past performance is not a guarantee or predictor of future performance. Stocks are not guaranteed and have been more volatile than other asset classes. 



The arguments against 
international equity investing
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The Con Case:
The US continues to face a smaller demographic GDP growth 
drag than most other developed countries

17
Source: “Demographics, GDP Growth & Capital Markets.” Research Affiliates. 2015



The Con Case: 
International developed markets have been an inefficient 
reward/risk investment for long time

Efficient market frontier 1988-2015 Source: “Global Investing.” 
Morningstar. 2016

Large stocks are represented by the 
Ibbotson® Large Company Stock Index. 
Small stocks are represented by the 
Ibbotson® Small Company Stock Index. 
Bonds are represented by the 20-year 
U.S. government bond. Cash is 
represented by the U.S. 30 day T-bill. 
International developed stocks are 
represented by the Morgan Stanley 
Capital International Europe, Australasia, 
and Far East (EAFE®) Index, while 
emerging markets are represented by the 
Morgan Stanley Capital International 
Emerging Markets Index. All values are 
expressed in U.S. dollars. An investment 
cannot be made directly in an index. Risk 
and return are measured by annual 
standard deviation and arithmetic 
average annual return, respectively. 
Standard deviation measures the 
fluctuation of returns around the 
arithmetic average return of the 
investment. The higher the standard 
deviation, the greater the variability (and 
thus risk) of the investment returns. The 
data assumes reinvestment of all income 
and does not account for taxes or 
transaction costs. 
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The Con Case:
International investing no longer provides as much diversification

19

Source: “International investing in 2020: Your comprehensive guide”. Capital Group. 10/23/19
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. This is for illustrative purposes and not indicative of any investments. An investment cannot 
be made directly in an index.



The Con Case: 
Emerging market bear markets are usually greater than US and 
international developed bear markets 
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Source: Left “Global Investing” Morningstar. 2019.  Right Ycharts.com
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. This is for illustrative purposes and not indicative of any investments. An investment cannot be made directly 
in an index. Calculations do not include the 2007-2009 downturn for all regions. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses



The Con Case:
US stocks have stronger fundamental characteristics and 
deserve a premium valuation 

21Source: Morningstar.com, Data as of 10/21/20



The arguments for 
international equity investing
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The Pro Case: 
The spread between US and international yields has narrowed and this 
should result in less demand for the US dollar everything else constant

23Source: Ycharts.com



The Pro Case:
International economic growth and government debt to GDP 
comparisons appear more favorable over time. All else equal, the data 
supports a weaker US dollar and international stocks outperforming.

24Source: “World Economic Outlook”. International Monetary Fund. October 2020



The Pro Case: 
Leadership rotates between international developed stocks 
and US stocks and the US has outperformed for a long time

Source: “The myths 
of international 
investing.” Fidelity. 
11/8/2019

Data from Morningstar Inc. 
Rolling 12-month return. A 
value greater than 0 shows 
domestic stocks outperformed 
international stocks, while a 
value less than 0 shows 
international stocks 
outperformed domestic 
stocks. Domestic stocks as 
measured by the S&P 500 
Total Return Index; foreign 
stocks as measured by the 
MSCI EAFE Index. All indexes 
are unmanaged and include 
reinvestment of interest 
and/or dividends. Investors 
cannot invest directly in an 
index. 
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The Pro Case: 
The S&P has significantly outperformed since 2009 so some mean 
reversion may be in order, international offers relative value

26Source: “Guide to The Markets: U.S., 4Q 20, As of September 30, 2020”. JP Morgan Asset Management



The Pro Case: 
International 
offers relative 
value
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Top table: Data as of 
9/30/20 

Source: StarCapital. 
https://www.starcapital.de
/en/research/stock-
market-valuation/

Source: “Guide to The 
Markets: U.S., 4Q 20, As 
of September 30, 2020”. 
JP Morgan Asset 
Management



The Pro Case: 
Emerging markets continue to benefit from faster economic 
growth and a growing middle class

28Source: “Guide to The Markets: U.S., 4Q 20, As of September 30, 2020”. JP Morgan Asset Management



The Pro Case:
Sector weights vary drastically by geography and international 
passive funds have greater exposure to under valued sectors 

29Source: Morningstar.com, Data as of 10/20/20



International equity 
investing options
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International Equity Investing Options:
Does it pay to hedge your foreign stock currency exposure? 
Studies are inconclusive 

31

Source: “The 
myths of 
international 
investing.” 
Fidelity. 11/8/19



International Equity 
Investing Options:

Studies suggest passive 
investing is a viable 
option abroad 

32

Source: S&P
https://us.spindices.com/spiva/#/reports

Past performance is not a guarantee or predictor of future 
performance. This is for illustrative purposes only and not 
indicative of any investment. An investment cannot be made 
directly in an index.



International Equity Investing Options:
Studies suggest enhanced indexing has added value abroad

Emerging Markets

• Factors that generated 
outperformance 1989-2019
• Equity Risk Premium 5.4% 

• Small Cap 1.9%

• Value 8.1%

• Profitability -0.1% 

• Investment 3.7%

• Momentum 9.0%

Developed Markets 

• Factors that generated 
outperformance 1990-2019
• Equity Risk Premium 5.6%

• Small Cap 1.1%

• Value 2.0%

• Profitability 4.2%

• Investment 1.2%

• Momentum 5.7%
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Source: http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html
Past performance is not a guarantee or predictor of future performance.
This is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.



International Equity Investing Options:
Research Affiliates believes value stocks look attractive abroad
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Source: https://interactive.researchaffiliates.com/
Past performance is not a guarantee or predictor of future performance.
This is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.



International Investing Options: 
Multi-factor funds have mixed results versus passive ETFs

35
Source: Ycharts.com
Past performance is not a guarantee or predictor of future performance.



International Equity Investing Options: 
Things to consider

Passive strategies
Focus on 

1. Picking the right index

2. Examining portfolio construction to ensure it makes sense

3. Checking that the tracking error to the index is low

4. Paying attention to expense ratios

Enhanced index strategies 
Focus on 

1. Factors that persist over the long-run, make sense and are statistically significant

2. Paying attention to expense ratios
• The additional quantitative work needs to generate excess returns after fees

36



Recap
Background on international equity investing

• The US represents only 26% of world GDP but 56-58% of the world’s stock market
• The US dollar impacts international equity returns
• COVID-19 caused an economic recession and stock bear market 
• Leading economic indicators suggest a recovering economy 
• International economic growth is expected to surpass the US in 2021
• US and emerging market stock returns are similar over time 
• Emerging markets stock returns are more volatile
• Left unmanaged the US has grown by a significant % of a global equity portfolio over the last 10 

years

The arguments against international equity investing
• International developed markets continue to face an aging population more than the US
• International developed markets stocks have offered an inefficient reward/risk tradeoff going on 

thirty years 
• International and US stock correlations have increased since 2000
• International and especially emerging markets could decline more in a stock bear market
• Fundamental data suggests US stocks deserve to trade at a premium to the rest of the world
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Recap (continued)
The arguments for international equity investing

• The US dollar should weaken as US versus international fixed income yields narrow. A weaker 
dollar is generally good news for international returns.

• Forecasts call for stronger international economic growth over the next five years
• International versus US relative stock performance is cyclical and the US has outperformed for 

some time 
• International stocks have become relatively inexpensive 
• Long term trends are bullish for emerging markets
• International funds often provide greater exposure to attractively priced sectors 
• Investment firms are calling for international stock returns to surpass US stock returns

International equity investing options
• Hedging studies are inconclusive
• Passive investing is a viable option
• Enhanced index equity factors persist abroad
• Value stocks may offer more investment promise abroad over the next 3-5 years 
• International multi-factor funds haven’t stood out against passively managed funds 
• Pay attention to the portfolio construction and expenses
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Thank You!

For more information go to:
www.candorassetadvisors.com/research
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Disclosures

• Investment advisory and financial planning services offered through Candor Asset 
Advisors, LLC, a registered investment advisor.

• Past performance is not a guarantee or predictor of future performance.

• Financial plans are hypothetical in nature and intended to help you in making decisions 
on your financial future based on information that you have provided and reviewed. 
Assumptions need to be reviewed regularly.

• Stocks are not guaranteed and have been more volatile than other asset classes. 
Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the 
United States government as to the timely payment of principal and interest.

• Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses.

• Candor Asset Advisors does not endorse or support the contents or opinions of third-
party providers. 

• Candor Asset Advisors is not responsible for the content, privacy and security of a third-
party website.
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Background:
The global stock markets offer conflicting data points in 2020. Are we at 
an inflection point or will the US continue to outperform?

44Source: Ycharts.com



S&P companies have 60% of 
their sales inside the United 
States on average

• Technology, Materials and Consumer Staples 
are the most internationally oriented 

• Utilities, Real Estate and Financials are the 
most domestically oriented

45

Source: “Earnings Insight.” FactSet. 10/9/20

Background:



Background:
International stock returns are often negatively correlated to 
the US dollar
Emerging market stocks International Developed Markets
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Source: Ycharts.com
Past performance is not a guarantee or predictor of future performance. Stocks are not guaranteed and have been more volatile
than other asset classes.



Background:
OECD Composite Leading Indicators point to a slowly 
recovering economy 

47Source: OECD Composite Leading Indicators October 2020. Organization of Economic Development 
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1989-2005: The S&P and Emerging Markets were 
in a performance horse race and EAFE lagged 2006-Present: The US breaks away

48

Background:
Since the late 1980s the US and emerging markets have generated similar returns 
while international developed market returns have lagged

Source: Ycharts.com
Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. An investment cannot be made directly in an index. 



The Con Case:
The US will continue to have a younger population than Europe 
and Japan by 2025

49
Source: “Demographics, GDP Growth & Capital Markets.” Research Affiliates. 2015
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The Con Case: 
International stocks are highly correlated with US stocks. If you want to 
protect against a stock bear market consider other asset classes.

Source: “Guide to The Markets: U.S., 4Q 20, As of September 30, 2020”. JP Morgan Asset Management



International Investing Options:
Emerging Markets Passive Benchmarks
FTSE vs MSCI Performance Comparison

51Source: ycharts.com



52Source: ycharts.com

International Investing Options:
Developed Markets Excluding US Passive Benchmarks
FTSE vs MSCI Performance Comparison



International Investment Options: 
Background data on the two largest emerging market ETFs
Vanguard Emerging Markets ETF <VWO>-
Larger China and Taiwan weightings, Higher 
cash flow and historical earnings growth

iShares Core MSCI Emerging Markets ETF 
<IEMG>- South Korea exposure, Higher long-
term earnings growth estimates

53Source: Morningstar.com



International Investment Options:
Background data on the two largest developed ex-US ETFs

Vanguard FTSE Developed Markets ETF <VEA>-
Provides Canada & South Korea exposure and 
less style volatility

iShares Core MSCI EAFE ETF <IEFA> - Provides  
more European Developed exposure and more 
style volatility

54Source: Morningstar.com



International Investment Options:
U.S. Enhanced Index Factor Research

55

Source: Fama & 
French

Past performance does not 
guarantee future results. 
US average annual excess were 
achieved cited; Average annual 
excess return measures smart 
beta factors vs the broader 
market or the opposite factor 
(e.g., value vs growth, small cap 
vs large cap, high dividend yield 
vs low dividend yield, high vs 
low quality, positive vs negative 
momentum, low vs high 
volatility. Assumes reinvestment 
of income and no transaction 
costs or taxes. This data is for 
illustrative purposes only and 
not indicative of any investment. 
An investment cannot be made 
directly in an index. 


